
Education Through Experience

Ortus Academy is a Baltimore-based Non-Profit 
whose mission is to teach our youth about making smart financial decisions 
through experience - playing games, telling stories, and asking questions -  

to build a future with a healthy relationship to money.

www.ortusacademy.com



NumisMatters is Ortus Academy's 
proprietary, hands-on, money game.

The game simulates 5 years of financial 
decision making and life. 

It engages the students in learning about: 
employment, paying bills, managing 

life events and decisions, the lottery, & 
banking and investment decisions. 

The Bank
Students learn the value of 

saving their money

The Employer
Students learn the value of 

hard work and what it 
takes to earn money

Investment Manager
Students can invest in 
themselves by purchasing a 
home or higher education

Bill Collector
We all have bills to pay. 
Students pay all of their 
bills for the year at once

Property Manager
Whether you rent or own, 

you have to pay for
housing

Mr. & Mrs. Fun
Life happens! Sometimes 

for the positive, sometimes 
for the negative

The Lottery
Students can play for the 

chance to win
$1 Million dollars!

$1,000,000

5
Years

“NumisMatters is the most hands-on way to teach successful financial behaviors to young adults! ”

~ Tom (The Community School)

Led by a community volunteer, the tables below make up the game: 

Meet Aaron Velky and Josh Massey:
The co-founders of Ortus Academy. 

As active members of our community, coaches, 
teachers, uncles, and (one of us) parent, we witness 
the lack of financial preparedness in our youth. 
Fundamental skills: Math, Reading, Writing, and 
the Arts are all important to preparing our youth for 
their future – but so is teaching them about how to 
make smart financial decisions. 

About 
Ortus Academy

Ortus Academy, was created in 2015 and 
launched in 2016, to address this concern in a 
new and engaging way. We built a game! 
NumisMatters gives students the opportunity to
learn through trial and error – simulating up to
5 years of financial decision making, life, and
how making smart financial decisions can
impact and alter their lives. Reinforcing the
skills taught in the classroom, NumisMatters
gets them actively learning in a way that makes
the material memorable. Who doesn’t love
money?

We have taught students across the greater 
Baltimore area, in public and private schools, 
community organizations, summer programs, 
and small groups. 

"The lessons learned were easy to understand and the students 
were able to turn these skills into internalized values. Since students experienced 

the game, they felt as if they really had the experience of losing & saving money. "
~ Lauren (Guilford Elementary/Middle School) 

Other programs require an in-depth lesson plan to be taught in the classroom before allowing students to 
interact with money. With the responsibilities you have, adding to your course requirements just isn’t an 
effective use of your time – and chances are you aren’t trained to be financial educators.
 
Our programs take the teaching responsibilities out of your hands and encourages the students to learn 
through doing, reflecting, discussion, and then putting it into action.  

Pictured: Aaron Velky (President) & Josh Massey (VP) 
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The Money Club is Ortus Academy’s
Principal Financial Program.
It offers students 10 sessions,
including 2 sessions of NumisMatters. Each
session engages your students in a specific
financial topic and prepares students 
for financial success by developing a 
healthy relationship with money.

 Day 1: NumisMatters
Day 2: Money Approaches
Day 3: Earning & Saving
Day 4: Value = Utility / Price
Day 5: Investments

Day 6: Understanding Credit
Day 7: Mechanics of Debt
Day 8: Stocks
Day 9: Budgeting
Day 10: NumisMatters 

The Schedule

► A designated coordinator to manage 
    the entire course
► Volunteers for each day (*based on  
    needs, parent and teacher 
    involvement is required)
► Takeaway resources provided to 
    students 
► Network of financial advisers and 
    resources for parents, by request 
    only. 
► Overview of student performance
► Resources for teachers to reinforce 
    learning
► And much more!

What You Can Expect

“If you want your students to be 
smart financial decision makers, 

start a Money Club at your school.”
    ~ Joe (The Calvert School)

NumisPlus takes your students’ financial appitude to the next 
level. In addition to playing our game, an OA Program Director will 
walk your students through our Smart Financial Decision Making 
Course - providing them with a strategic overview and showing how 
the pieces work together. In conjunction with an analysis of their 
Money Approach, students are armed with life-changing knowledge.

Day 1: NumisMatters
Day 2: Money Approaches
Day 3: Smart Financial Decision Course
              ► The benefits of saving
              ► Investing in your future 
 (education, home buying, stocks, & retirement)
              ► The danger of living outside of our means
              ► And more!

The Schedule

You like to watch football - so here's to eating wings each sunday. That's 18 weeks spending $20 plus $5 tip. Pay $450.
Aw man, it's tax time and you didn't get your taxes done. Not only do you owe $300 for the late fee, but you owe $3,000 to the state! Pay $3,300

Bachelor’s Degree:Pay $8000 now. Increase expenses by 10% for the next 3 years.4 years from now, increase income by $30,000.
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Booking Info

► The NumisMatters Game
► Enough game cash for students
► Worksheets for students to 
     track their progress
► Calculators & pencils
► Volunteer coaches

What We Supply

► Hands on learning of one of  
    life’s most valuable and 
    difficult lessons
► A Pre & Post-Game test to 
    evaluate their learning
► Opportunities to have
    discussions about their future
    with peers and volunteers

 What Your Students Get

► A space large enough to play and host sessions
► At least 3 staff members
► Enrollment commitment from up to 25 students

What We Require From You

visit: www.ortusacademy.com/atmyschoolvisit: www.ortusacademy.com/atmyschool

If you're looking for an exciting and lasting way to teach 
your students about money, the application of money, 
or just need to change things up with a fun and exciting 
environment, contact us and bring Ortus Academy to 
your school!

$3,426

$952

$350

► Ten 1.5 hour sessions
► Dedicated Program Director
► Small class sizes
► Play NumisMatters twice
► In-depth material
► Take home materials
► Cash prizes
► Interactive lessons
► Access to financial resources

► Three 1.5 hour sessions
► Play NumisMatters
► Money Approach Session
► Smart Financial Decision Making Course
► Analysis of your outcomes
► Access to financial resources

► One 1.5 hour session
► Play NumisMatters
► Analysis of your outcomes
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